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The local orbit types of symmetric spaces under 
the actions of the isotropy subgroups 
;\h\t,-rrc,t: The local orbit types of the actions of the isotropy subgroups on compact semi-simple symmetric 
xpaccs are investigated. All the possible isotropy subalgebras can be obtained from subdiagram~ of the 
extended Dynkin diagram of the restricted root systems. 
k’cw~~o~~cl.~: Symmetric spaces. orbits of isotropy subgroups. 
Ll.S ~~l~ls.rifit~trtioti: 5X35. 57s 15. 
0. Introduction 
Let M = G/K be a compact semi-simple symmetric space. where G is the identity con- 
ponent of the isometry group. The aim of this paper is to investigate the set of the local orbit 
t! pex of the action of K on M. which means 
M here O,, denotes the Lie algebra of the subgroup in K which leaves 17 fixed, and [ 1 denotes 
the conjugate class. It is well known that the above set is finite. We can completely determine 
ir by the main Theorem 5.4. 
An .F-r~~p~~-rserztatior7 s the isotropy representation of a semi-simple symmetric space. Every 
orbit of an .s-representation appears in the symmetric space as K-orbit, thus our results contain 
the determinations of the local orbit types of .y-representations. They have been investigated 
b> E. Heintze and C. Olmos 161 in terms of the restricted root systems. By their results. it is 
sufficient to consider the subalgebras which correspond to subsets in the simple root system. 
Thus Theorem 5.4 is a generalization of theirs. On the other hand, it is known that each isotropy 
subalgebra of s-representations can be determined by Satake diagrams (e.g., T. Oshima and 
J. Sekiguchi [ IO]). 
J. Wolf and A. Gray [ 131 have investigated the subgroups which are fixed by automorphism!. 
ot‘ Lie groups, in terms of the root systems. It is easy to see that the tixed point set of ad(g) 
coincides with the isotropy subgroup at g; thus our results are known when M is a Lie group. 
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They consider subdiagrams of the extended Dynkin diagram, and our arguments are similar to 
theirs. 
B.Y. Chen and T. Nagano ([2]) have investigated the totally geodesic submanifolds in compact 
symmetric spaces. They showed that every polar, which is the K-orbit through the antipodal 
point of a closed geodesic starting from the origin, is totally geodesic and thus symmetric. Then 
our results are closely related to the determination of the polars. 
The set of local orbit types can be determined as follows. We define the corresponding 
subalgebra of a closed subsystem in the restricted root system, and show that it can be determined 
easily (Proposition 4.2). Every isotropy subalgebra at a point in the maximal torus is the 
corresponding subalgebra of certain closed subsystem (Theorem 4.3). Finally we show that it is 
sufficient, for determining the set of local orbit types, to consider the set of closed subsystems 
obtained from subdiagrams of the extended Dynkin diagram (Theorem 5.4). 
This paper is a part of the author’s doctoral thesis, Sophia University. The author would like 
to thank Tadashi Nagano for his valuable suggestions and kind encouragements. The author is 
also grateful to Toshio Oshima and Toshiyuki Kobayashi for their valuable advices, especially 
on the results of [lo]. 
1. Preliminaries for restricted root systems 
Let (G, K) be a compact semi-simple symmetric pair. Let g and t denote the Lie algebras 
of G and K respectively. There exists the involutive automorphism 0 of g such that IZ is the 
(+l)-eigenspace of 0. Let m be the (- 1)-eigenspace of 0. Then we have the decomposition 
Let a be a maximal abelian subspace in m, which is uniquely determined up to conjugation. 
We call dim a the rank of the symmetric space M := G/K. 
Definition 1.1. Let a! be a linear form on a, and 
a(a) := {X E g I [H, [H, X]] = -a(H)*X for any H E a}. 
A non-zero linear form cx is said to be a root if a(a) # 0. 
We remark that I = 8(-a). Let 
t(a) := I! n g(a) and m(a) := m n g(a). 
It is easily seen that m(0) = a. 
Proposition 1.2. ([4, pp. 335-3361) Let u and /3 be roots or 0. Then 
(i) dim I!(a) = dimm(a) if [;II # 0; 
(9 [@(a), W>l c @(a + B> G3 f(a - B>; 
(iii> [m(a), m(B)1 C t’(a + B> CT3 e(a - B); 
(iv> [t(a), m(B)1 c Ma! + B> @ m(a - B>. 
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The proposition says that e(O) is a subalgebra oft. The subalgebra e(O) is called thepYincipcr/ 
isotmpy subalgebra of e. In fact, t(0) coincides with the Lie algebra of the principal isotropy 
subgroup of the isotropy representation. (The principal orbit type of the action of K on M. 
and that of the isotropy representation coincide.) We call dim fJ(cr) the multiplicit! of ;I root CY. 
The set of all roots with the multiplicities is called the restricted root .system of the symmetrxc 
\pace. 
Let A denote the restricted root system. Then we have the following decompositions, which 
are called the root space decompositions: 
t = e(o) e3 c e(a). and m=a@ c m(a). 
ut‘!J CYEh 
For every H E a, ad(H) maps E(a) into m(a) and m(a) into t(a). The linear map ad(H) 
from P(w) ~3 m(w) into itself can be represented by the following matrix. 
Proposition 1.3. There exist bases (X,, . . X,,,} of t(a) and {X,,,,, . . * X2,,!} c?f’ m(cu) .suc~h 
rhat.,for c\aery H in a, 
0 
ad(H) I~.wB,w= 
-a(ff) . l,,, 
a(H) . I,,, 0 
\\,ith respect to rhe basis (XI , . . . . X2,,, }. 
Proof. One can easily see that, for every X E e(w), there exists Y E m(a) such that [H. XI = 
w( H)Y and [H. Yl = -w(H)X for every H E a. The proposition is a direct consequence. 
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The restricted root systems are essential for compact symmetric spaces. It is well known 
that a compact semi-simple symmetric space is locally determined by its restricted root system 
(e.g.. 171). We list the restricted root systems of compact irreducible symmetric spaces in 
Table 1. 
2. Closed subsystems 
Let A be the restricted root system of a compact semi-simple symmetric pair (0. F) with 
respect to a. A subset A’ in A is called a closed subsystem if the following two properties hold: 
ri) if a. B E A’ and (Y + j3 E A then cz + B E A’: and (ii) A’ = -A’. We define the multiplicity 
of each a! E A’ by that of A. 
We can easily see that every closed subsystem is a root system. Furthermore, it is the restricted 
root system of certain symmetric space. We denote t(0) the principal isotropy subalgebra. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A’ be a closed subsystetn. Then (i) there e.xists a cotnpacr .srtni-simple 
symmetric pair (g’, e’) whose restricted root sysrem is A’; and (ii) the principal isotropy .suhal- 
gebra of the pair is an ideal qf e(O). 
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type rank multiplicities B e e(O) 
A r (1, 1,. . . , 1) su(r + 1) so(r + 1) 0 
r CL 2, . . . ,a su(r + 1)” su(r + 1) I%’ 
r (4,4. . . . ,4) su(2(r + 1)) sp(r + 1) sp( 1)‘f’ 
2 (8,s) e6 .f4 so(S) 
1 (n) so(n + 2) so(n + 1) so(n) 
B r (2,2, . f ., 2,2) so(2r + 1)’ so(2r + 1) IFV 
r (1, I,..., 1,n) so(2r + n) so(r) G3 so(r + n) so(n) 
c r (1, 1, . ..1 1, 1) v(r) u(r) 0 
r (2,2, . . . ,2,2) sp(r)’ sp(r) R’ 
r (4,4, . . . ) 4, 3) sp(2r) sp(r) CS sp(r) sp(l)’ 
r (2, 2, . . ..2, 1) su(2r) su(r) CD su(r) @ Iw R’-1 
r (4,4, . . . ,4, 1) so(4r) u(2r) su(2)’ 
3 (838, 1) e1 IL% @ e6 so@) 
D r (1, I,..., 1) so(2r) so(r) @ so(r) 0 
r (2,2, . . . 12) so(2r)’ so(2r) IR’ 
E6 6 (I, 1.. . .) 1) eh sp(4) 0 
6 (2,2, . . . ,a e6 @ e6 e6 x%6 
El 7 (1, 1,. . . , 1) e7 W3) 0 
7 (2,2, . . .,a e7 CD e7 0 Et7 
E8 8 (1, l,..., 1) e8 so( 16) 0 
8 (2,2, . . . ,a et3 63 e8 e8 RX 
F4 4 (1, 1, 1, 1) f4 su(2) @ sp(3) 0 
4 (2, 2,2,2) f4 @ f4 .f4 R4 
4 (1, 1,2,2) e6 su(2) CB su(6) IR’ 
4 (1,1,4,4) e7 su(2) @ so( 12) su(2)” 
4 (1, 1,838) es su(2) CD e7 so@) 
G2 2 (1, 1) g2 so(4) 0 
2 (232) s2 @ g2 g2 lR2 
BC r (2, . . ,2, (2n, 1)) su(2r + n) su(r) @ su(r + n) @ JR RF’ @ u(n) 
r (4, . . . 9 4, (4, 1)) so(4r + 2) u(2r + 1) su(2)’ @ IR 
r (4, . . . .4, (4n, 3)) sp(2r + n) sp(r) @ sp(r + n) SP(l)’ @3 SPOZ) 
2 (6, (8, 1)) eh Iw @ so(l0) u(4) 
1 ((877)) .f4 so(S) so(7) 
Table 1. The restricted root systems and principal isotropy subalgebras of compact irreducible symmetric spaces 
Proof. We define e’ and e’ as 
I!‘(O) := C[Uol), 
CYCa’ 
where the subscript t’(0) denotes the I!(O)-component. a’ be the dual space of the R-span of A’. 
RA’. 
e’ := V(O) @ c e(a). (I 1 
ath’ 
m’ := a’ @ c m(a). and ( :! ) 
wtA’ 
g’ := P’ @ m’. 
By Proposition 1.2 and the definition of closed subsystems, g’ and &’ are subalgebras. 
lf p’ has a central element Z, then Z E l!‘(O) @ a’. By the definition of V(O), the P’(O)- 
Component of Z is 0, i.e., Z E a’. For each cx E A’, 
0 = [Z. t(a)] = a(Z). m(a). 
By the definition of a’. Z = 0. Then e’ has no center and is semi-simple. Thus the pair (0’. 0’) 
is semi-simple and of course symmetric. The decompositions (1) and (2) are the root space 
decompositions. Then A’ is the root system of (e’, I!‘). Now we conclude (i). It can be proved 
that the pair is effective. 
By the above arguments, V(0) is the principal isotropy subalgebra of (p’. t!‘). It is easily seen 
that [l?(O), V(O)] c V(O), since l?(O) preserves I’(w) for every IX. Then V(0) is an ideal of t(O). 
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3. The principal isotropy subalgebras 
To determine all the local orbit types, of course, we have to determine the principal orbit 
type. i.e., the principal isotropy subalgebra. Furthermore it is needed to list all the principal 
isotropy subalgebras of compact irreducible symmetric spaces. 
The principal isotropy subgroups of representations are investigated in [5]. Thus. in most 
cases, the principal isotropy subalgebra I!(O) is known. Since e(O) is the principal isotropy 
\ubalgebra of the s-representation, we can determine it usin, 0 the results of T. Oshima and 
I. Sekiguchi ( [ IO]). 
Proposition 3.1. ([ 10, Appendix B]) Let us consider the Satake diagram of (g. t?) (to hr e..rcrc’t. 
\IV take the non-compact dual). The Dynkin diagram of the semi-simple part of t(O) consists c!/’ 
the black \)ertice.s, und the dimension of the center qf it coincides bvith the number of the urroCt‘.Y. 
Example 3.2. The principal isotropy subalgebra of the pair (cJ~,. SO(~) @ so( 10)) is u(4). 
Proof. The Satake diagram of the pair is 
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Then the Dynkin diagram of the semi-simple part of I’(0) is O-O-O. Thus the semi-simple 
part is su(4). The dimension of the center is 1. 0 
The above determination of@(O) is done by using Satake diagrams. But Theorem 2.1 implies 
that C(O) can be determined in terms of the restricted root system. At first, the dimension of 
t(0) can be calculated. 
Proposition 3.3. dim I!(O) = dim K - dim M + rank M 
Proof. Since dime(a) = dimm(cr) for every a E A, 
dim@ - dime(O) = dimEI! = dimEm = dimm - dima. Cl 
The principal isotropy subalgebra of every compact irreducible symmetric pair can be de- 
termined inductively. 
Example 3.4. The principal isotropy subalgebra of the pair (su@), sp(4)) is sp( 1)4, the direct 
sum of four copies of sp( 1). 
Proof. The Dynkin diagram of the restricted root system is &o”-o” (this means the multi- 
plicity of every root is 4). The subset A’ := (&XI, fq] is a closed subsystem. The symmetric 
pair, whose root system is A’, is 
(SO(~) @ so(e), SO(~) @ SO(~)) 
and the principal isotropy subalgebra is SO(~) @SO(~). It coincides with sp( 1)4. By Theorem 2.1, 
opt is an ideal of e(O). In fact, they are equal since the dimensions coincide (dime(O) can 
be calculated by Proposition 3.3). 0 
Finally we mention the result in [7] that there are the relations between t(0) and the multi- 
plicities of the roots. 
Proposition 3.5. ([7]) For a compact semi-simple symmetric space, the principal isotropy 
subalgebra is 0 if and only if the multiplicity of every root is 1. 
We list principal isotropy subalgebras of all compact irreducible symmetric spaces in Table 1. 
4. The corresponding subalgebras 
In this section, we define the corresponding subalgebras of closed subsystems, and show that 
such subalgebras can be determined using Table 1. We also mention that the isotropy subalgebra 
at every point in the maximal torus is the corresponding subalgebra of certain closed subsystem. 
Definition 4.1. For a closed subsystem A’ in A, we call 
e(A’) := t(0) 69 c I!(a) 
CfEA’ 
the corresponding subalgebra of Al. 
By Theorem 2. I, there exists the compact semi-simple symmetric pair (a’. t”) whose re-- 
stricted root system is A’. Let V(0) denote the principal isotropy subalgebra of the pair. 
Proposition 4.2. E( A’) = (&0)/E’(O)) @ V. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 2.1, V = V(0) 8 Cuta, t’(a) and t’ is an ideal of e(A’). The 
quotient algebra is P(O)/t’(O). 0 
From this proposition. we can easily determine the corresponding subalgebras using Table I 
Let Exp be the exponential map of M at the origin o. 
(a E A ) a(H) E nZ}. 
Proof. Let h := exp( H). where exp is the exponential map of G at the identity. Then /I = /I .o. 
\‘e denote by t,, the isotropy subalgebra t p. In [ 121, it is showed that 
In fact this can be easily proved by Proposition 1.3. Now we conclude the theorem. .~_ 
Let (H' , . . . . H’} be the dual basis of the simple root system, and H := c’1 H’ +. . + CA H“ 
(c j..... CA > 0). Let C-u denote the highest root. If G(H) < IT, then w(H) E irZ if and only iI‘ 
WI H) = 0. In this case K-orbit through H and that through Exp( H) coincide. 
Proposition 4.4. [f 0 < c?(H) < IT, then (crk+, , . . CY,.) is u simple root s~.~tem o/’ 
(IJ E A 1 a(H) E rZ}. 
Proof. Let CY = x ~,a;. Then w(H) = 0 if and only if c’, = (‘? = . = ck = 0. 0 
It is known that a point Exp( H) is conjugate to the origin o, if and only if there exists a root 
(1 such that a(H) E ~2%. Thus Exp(H) is the first conjugate point if and only if&(H) = JT. 
Proposition 4.5. [f ii (H 1 = n, then (cq +, , . , CY,. . -&) is LI .simplr root .system qf ( CY t A ( 
u(H) E TTZ}. 
Proof. By the assumptions, a(H) E ITZ if and only if ac( H) = 0 or 3~. In case of a(H 1 = 0. 
the proposition is true by Proposition 4.4. 
In case of a(H) = n, (a - G)(H) = 0. Thus cz - & can be expressed by (IY - Cu =: 
~~Ia,I+~..+c’~cr~.where~~~...., C~ E .ZGo. Now CY can be expressed by the linear combination:, 
of {cq+, . . . LYr, -W} with all non-positive integral coefficients. The proof is the same in case 
ol‘w( H) = --;r. 0 
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5. Local orbit types 
The aim of this section is to investigate the local orbit types of the action of K on a compact 
semi-simple symmetric space M := G/K. We say that two orbits K(p) and K(q) are of the 
same type if the isotropy subalgebras K, and K, are conjugate, and of the same local type if 
IZ,, conjugates to I!,. The set of all orbit types can be naturally identified with {[K,] 1 p E M}, 
where [ .] denotes the conjugate class. We want to determine {[I!,,] 1 p E M), which means the 
set of all local orbit types. 
Proposition 5.1. The set of all local orbit types depends only on the locally isomorphism class 
of the space. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.3. 0 
Furthermore, that set depends only on the type of the root system (it is independent of the 
multiplicities). To be more exact, 
Proposition 5.2. Let the restricted root system of M and M’ are of the same type. Then there 
exists 1: 1 correspondence between the set of all local orbit types of M and that of M’. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, there exists 1: 1 correspondence between the set of all local orbit types 
and the set of all closed subsystems of the restricted root system. 0 
In this section we assume that the symmetric pair (g, I!), with restricted root system A, is 
simple. 
Let C? be the highest root of A with respect to a simple root system {al, . . . , CY,.}, and 
0 := (a, ( . . . . a,, 4). 
We remark that 0 is the set of all vertices of the extended Dynkin diagram. Let 0’ be a proper 
subset of 0. The subset AC;+ := ZCY n A in A is a closed subsystem. 
Lemma 5.3. 0’ is a simple root system qf A<_+. 
Proof. Since A is irreducible and 0’ is proper, 0’ is a linearly independent set. In case 0’ 
does not contain -6, the proof is obvious. Thus, without loss of generality, we set 
0’ := {a,, .. . ) CQ, 4). 
For every a! E A+),, we can represent 
a = cla] +. . . + ckak + C(-&), 
where each coefficient is an integer. If they are all non-positive or all non-negative, we conclude 
the Lemma. It can be proved in the same way as Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. 0 
Theorem 5.4. The set qf local orbit types coincides with 
{[l!(A,,)] I 0’ c O}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can consider that M is simply connected (by Proposi- 
tion 5.1). Let 17 E M. and c(t) = Exp(tH) be a shortest geodesic from o = c(O) to p = c( I ). 
We can assume that 
HiC:=(~r,jHj~tTl,..., c,-20). 
j=l 
ahere (H’, . . . , H”} denotes the dual basis of the simple root system. Because L’ is the shortest 
and H E C, we obtain 0 < G(H) < I-C (since M is simply connected, the cut locus coincide>, 
M ith the conjugate locus). Let H := (‘1 H’ + . + cx H”. where cl, . . . ~ CI, > 0. We set 
(->’ := (cq+, . . , a,.) if G(H) < T, 
(3 := (c;un+,. . . ,a,‘,-, 4) if ii(H) = r. 
In both cases A,, = (w E A 1 w(H) E nZ} by Propositions 4.4,4.5 and Lemma 5.3. Then. r,, 
i\ conjugate to a certain I!(A+j,) for every p E M, and there exists 17 E M such that P,, = I!( A,,)., 
for every (_)’ c (-1. 0 
Example 5.5. All the possible isotropy subalgebras of the isotropy action on EIll = 








c&+iy so(2) $ so( 10) 
&& Iw @ so(2) @ so(S) 
0’ (g so(2) @ u(S) 
0’ so@) @u(4) 
0” so(2) a3 so(7) 
& so(2) @ su(S) 
4 u(4) 
Proof. The extended Dynkin diagram of restricted root system is 
&&&$I . 
It is showed in Example 3.2 that the principal isotropy subalgebra P(0) is u(4). By Theorem 5.4, 
it is sufficient to list every subset 0’ and the corresponding subalgebra of it. All the possible 
(3’ are listed above, then we are going to determine I!(A,J). The cases (i) and (vii) are trivial. 
For (ii), the Dynkin diagram of the restricted root system of (so(lO), SO(~) @ SO(~)) is &0? 
The principal isotropy subalgebra of this pair is SO(~) = su(4), by Table 1. Then we can 
determine the corresponding subalgebra, by Proposition 4.2, 
I!(A,,) = (u(4)/su(4)) @ SO(~) @ so(X) 
= Pg @ SO(~) @ SO(~). 
We can determine the other subalgebras in the same calculations. 0 
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The orbit through the origin is obtained by (i), and the principal orbit type corresponds 
to (vii). The orbits which arise in the s-representation are (i),(v),(vi) and (vii). The orbits (ii) 
and (iii) are symmetric, which are locally isomorphic to 
SO( lO)/SO(2)SO(S) and SO( 10)/U(5) 
respectively. In fact they are called the polars, and known in [2]. 
We list the restricted root system and the principal isotropy subalgebra of every compact ir- 
reducible symmetric space. In the table, r and IZ take any natural numbers. We use the notations 
in [ 11 for root systems. The multiplicities (m ,, m2, . . . , m,) mean that the multiplicity of the 
simple root cx; is mi. For the BC-types, (ml, . . . m,_l, (m,, m:)) indicate that the multiplicities 
of 2a, and a,. are m, and rni respectively. For a Lie algebra e, e’ denotes the direct sum of the 
i copies of e. 
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